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About This Content

Hone your shooting skills and engage in ranged combat with the seven new weapons in the Arma 3 Marksmen DLC.

Key Features

Seven New Weapons - Five marksmen rifles and two medium machine guns offer new opportunities for squad-based
gameplay. The new weapons are:

Cyrus 9.3 mm - high power marksman rifle

MAR-10 .338 - high power marksman rifle

Mk-I EMR 7.62 mm - medium power marksman rifle

Mk14 7.62 mm - medium power marksman rifle

ASP-1 Kir - special purpose rifle

SPMG .338 - lightweight medium machine gun
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Navid 9.3 mm - medium machine gun
Scopes - The AMS and Kahlia medium range scopes complement both the new and existing weapons.

Remote Designators - Two remotely-operated laser-designators can be used to spot and laser designate targets from
afar.

Ghillie Suits - New ghillie suits for the NATO, CSAT, and AAF factions provide camouflage for various terrain types.

Firing Drills - Combine movement and medium range shooting in three new Purple Courses of Fire.

Showcase Marksmen - Use your new abilities and long range sharpshooting skills in a tense reconnaissance mission.

Platform Update

The Arma 3 Marksmen DLC is supported by a major Arma 3 platform update, featuring a wide variety of new content and
features. The platform update is free for all owners of Arma 3.

Supporting Content

End Game Multiplayer Mode - A team-based multiplayer mode, containing experimental gameplay features such as
Dynamic Groups, Shared Objectives, and Revive.

Showcase Firing From Vehicles - Experience the Firing From Vehicles feature in an actual combat scenario for both
singleplayer and co-operative multiplayer.

VR Training - Three new courses to train up your weapon handling skill-set.

Virtual Garage - Examine and customize the extensive collection of vehicles in Arma 3.

Vests & Face Paints - Three new heavy and grenadier vests designed specifically for improved explosive shielding and
ballistic protection. Nine new types of face paint are added to provide maximum concealment.

Editor Objects - New shooting range objects for Arma 3 content creators, including VR (vehicle) targets, balloons, swivel
and dueling targets, shooting mats, a shot timer, a bullet trap, and an air horn.

Supporting Features

Weapon Resting & Deployment - Benefit from a passive bonus to your accuracy while your weapon or arms are near any
stable surface. Deploy your weapon firmly using bipods for the greatest precision possible.

Improved Recoil & AI Suppression Simulation - Fire personal weapons with a greater feeling of power and authenticity.
Observe Artificial Intelligence units suffer impaired combat efficiency when under fire.

Sound Enhancements - Be immersed by a richer combat sound scape in different surroundings, at a distance, and under
incoming fire.
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Title: Arma 3 Marksmen
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 8 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 32 GB free space

Audio: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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If you like Breakout with RPG/Adventure-like twist to it, I would recommend it 100%. I got it during a sale.. I've only had the
chance to get ankle-deep into the story so far, but Bot Colony offers a fairly rich and developed game world with interesting
characters, plot, and mechanics. It's both a third and first-person adventure (different scenarios feature different perspectives
depending on who or what you're controlling at the time) which makes things interesting. I've had the opportunity to try out both
text and speech commands and I'm highly impressed by how responsive and easy it is to communicate in the game. A bit of trial
and error is necessary to figure out certain procedures (and indeed figure out what to do) but I found that part of the fun. In a
way, the errors and breakdown of communication are part of what makes the game more immersive.

I'm also extremely pleased that the game has at least another month's lease on life and that there's the real possibility of it
coming back to availability on wide release. This is a fairly ambitious game with innovative mechanics that needs time for you
to experience how rich the game world is, in addition to teaching both yourself and the game how to interpret your commands..
this game was, and still is, the greatest game of all time :D. This game has good potential. But the spawn rate of npcs needs to be
lowered to make the game less chaotic.. Pay 2 Win, get very temporary broken cards
Gameplay is very RNG based in PvP,
Some PvP Bugs where it autoplays even if you disabled it

*edit*
This game has no balance unless you got balance to spend
Or you could save your money for drugs. I've always liked Spiderweb games and have played 90% of them. Avadon 3 was fun
and a pretty solid game that took me a long time to finish, which was good! I like that you can make a number of choices in the
game based on ethics and role-playing. There were some tough dilemmas that gave me pause. Of course, the strategy is really
good and battles were relatively difficult (on hard setting) and interesting. The character development was pretty good, although
it would have been nice to get more stats so I knew what my choices were doing. I recommend the game, especially to support
Spiderweb Software.. This is the worst game i have ever played in my entire life. ♥♥♥♥♥♥ controls and movement, half the
time your punches go right through the people. dont buy this game. A gleeful romp. Like playing a cleverly written animated
short.. This game is so ♥♥♥♥ing golden. First I play SP and go all tacticool on that♥♥♥♥♥ friggin' sweet, then I hop on MP.
Alright, having fun with Justin and Nick, then Shiv joins. ♥♥♥♥ing Shiv, who is this guy? The best ♥♥♥♥in dude ever. Shiv
CO forever.
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benbon is ok i guess. When I first picked up Ticket I wasn't expecting much. in fact I was expecting a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 platformer that had no chance at being good or having any good redeming qualities
but oh how I was SO wrong. Ticket is a beautiful, magical, fun game made by the wonderful genius magicdweedoo that has
newest most spectacular innovation in audio-visual echantment. each level is filled with both the right amount of character and
the right amount of challenge that even the most elitist johnny could play-through it and have no trouble enjoying it. not to
mention all of the amazing and cool friends you make through out your journey that will have you drawing an entire hardrive of
fan art of one character from just how amazing and fleshed out and loveable they are. In Ticket everyone can be a millionare,
you can never be as rich in real life as you can be in the game world. Both in monitary, and spiritual terms. ever wonder what it
would be like to walk on the ceiling? Gravity reversed? Fish with legs? or how about owning your own horse with a personality
more extatic and echantingly realistic than any class clown or surf shop enployee. Ticket also has a soundtrack packaged with
exotic gems that is worth buying 10 times.

what more do I have to say? this game is a true piece of modern art. go buy it and playthrough it until you can speedrun it more
than 700 times.

MOVE WITH SHOE.
LIVE WITH SHOE.
BREATH WITH SHOE.
BE.
SHOE.. i played it on ps1 when i was like 2 lol guys i'm a boomer also really cool subscribe. THIS GAME THO! This is way
more addictive than I had anticipated. May buy my own diner now to get the real hard mode.. Terrible. I think it could have
potential in the right hands, but the developer planned an update soon, 1 year ago, and no update. He has more or less abandoned
it.. Bravo, one person on controller and another on vive. My gf and i had a blast with an hour of playtime. This will be the main
attraction at our vr party no doubt next to beat saber and keep talking and nobody explodes. This is a perfect example of how
you can have fun with someone in vr if you are not. Even when i was taking orders/serving i was having fun interacting with the
other person, even the bakery mode is fun even though the difficulty and complexity can ramp up a lot more with burgers.
Would love to see other versions as others have mentioned. 10/10 something other developers need to look at as an example of
what controller/keyboard with VR can bring to the table.. Yeah, it's tower defence, and yeah, the trailer and screenshots are all
kinds of 'I have no idea what's happening here' [Edit: I think the trailer's been updated and is clearer now], but trust me on this:
if you like TD, this is a no brainer. If you don't like TD it's still absolutely worth a look.

It's not only my favourite tower defence game, but it's one of my favourite games, full stop. I loved it back in 2009 when I first
played it and this new Steam version comes with a raft of improvements over the original, hence why I'm playing it again. It still
holds up beautifully.

In Immortal Defense, you have given up your world and physical body to become an immortal defender in 'pathspace', a
dimension above phasewarp. There, you are but a ghost to the Bavakh, one of the most tyrannical races in the galaxy, who are
using hyperspace to attack your home planet Dukis. As a path defender you focus aspects of your will -- fear, love, courage,
pride, precision and others -- to form 'points' (the towers of ID) to stop the Bavakh. This is how the game begins, but it's far, far
away from where it ends.

So what makes it special? It's many things. It's the haunting story, the turns it takes and the themes it deals with. It's the hugely
inventive and unusual towers. It's the way the mouse pointer is used as its own tower; shooting, charging shots and synergising
with other towers in powerful and unexpected ways. It's the kaleidoscopic visuals, the warbling, droning sounds and the
crystalline shattering of enemies as they bleed and streak light across the screen. It's the strange enemy designs and their unusual
abilities. It's the rousing and understated soundtrack. It's the many challenging levels (and the new challenge stages which
restrict what towers you can place, encouraging you to use them more effectively). It's the little things like kill counts per tower
so you can gauge how effective your layouts are, or the recycle value of a tower degrading over time so a quick placement
mistake won't punish you-- and mass end-of-level-selling won't help. It's your cache rolling over from one level to the next to
encourage efficiency. It's the endless simulated assaults bookending each chapter, testing what you've learnt and ultimately
determining how much cache you start the next chapter with. It's the level editor and the bundled fan levels, the detailed in-
game manual, the leaderboards (if you're into that kind of thing), the ability to slow down time when things get manic (or speed
it up if your line's holding)... and more.

At \u00a36.99, or $10(ish), it's an absolute steal for a game this unique, heartfelt, evocative, clever, challenging and brimming
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with content.
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